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Abstract. In this paper the problem of the steady flow of a 
perfect gas through a rectangular pipe has been studied, conductivity 
and viscosity being taken into account. It has been found that the 
adiabatic flow is possible but Stokes\ condition has to be modified. 

1. Introduction. The problem of the 5teady flow of a perfect 
gas through a circular pipe was discu~sed by Ray [3]. Kapur [l] 
studied the same problem again and has sho\\n that the adiabatic 
flow is not possible under the assumptions u=O, v=O, ,\=const., 
µ=const., c:r= 1 made by Ray and for the assumptions and the equa
tions to be consistent for a compressible fluid, either fL has to be 
assumed variable or Stokes's condition has to be modified. Kumar 
and Warsi [2] have solved the same problem by the method of Hankel 
transform without assuming the form of w as has been done by Ray 
[3] and Kapur [1]. · The analysis of the steady flow of a perfect gas 
through elliptic and equilateral triangular pipes has been reported by 
Sharma ([4] and [5]). In the present note, the problem of the flow 
of a perfect gas through a rectangular pipe bounded by the walls 
x==O, x=a. y=O, y=b has been studied. 

be the 
se.:1.ion ::~-~o and the flow direction be r~raik\ 10 1he ::>axis. Then 
the c0mponents u and v of velocity parallel to x and y axe:. vanish. 
Hence, in the absence of extraneous forces, the duf:'e basic equ:::tions 
of rnoLcn for steady viocous compres:,:ible flov,; and th{: 1:qn<..tion of 
Ct)TILinui<~ reduce to (cf. [4]J 

op o2 w 
0=- · + (A+Y)--

ox oXoz 
. op . o2 w 
0=- -- +(A+µ)-.. -aY ayaz (2) 
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(3) 

and (4) 

where r; is the pressure, µ, the ordinary coefficient of viscosity, ,\ the 
second coefficient of viscosity, w the velocity parallel to z·axis and 1> 

the density. 

Equations (I) and (2) give 
ow 

P=Pi+(,\+,u)oz 

where p1 , a constant, is the hydrostatic pressure. 

(5) 

Assuming PW to be independent of x and y, equation (4) gives 

Pw=P0Wo (6) 

where P0 and w0 are the density and velocity at the muuth of the pipe. 

The assumption that pw is independent of x and y implies that 
there is a layer of fluid of infinite density in contact with the surface 
of the pipe. At the surface, where w=O, gas sticks to the boundary 
and accumulates and therefore P becomes large. 

Substituting (5) in (3) and using (6), we obtain 

( 

()
2 w o2 w aiw) aw 

µ, ax2 +oy! +oz2 =PoWo az 
The boundary conditions are : 

(i) w=O, when x=O, x=a, y=O, y=b, z;;;i.o 
(ii) w=w0, when O<x<a, O<y<b, z=O 
(iii) w=O, wLen z-;..oo. 

3. Solution of the Problem. To solve the equation (7) 
boundary conditions (8), we assume 

W=w1e-"'" 

(7) 

) 
,'r (8) 

J 
under the 

(9) 
vvbere iv1 is a function 0f x and Y and v. is some constant to be 
dttermined. 

Substituting (9) in (7), we obtain 
OjJ M'1 0 2W1 I 9 , :7. \ 

ox2 + oY~--t\o;--r-µ l;oWo )1'•'1=0 (10) 

The solution of this dilkrential equation satisfying the conditions 
w1 =0 when x=O, x=a, y =0, Y=b is 

oo oo . 1mrx . n;ry 
11·1 = ~ ~ Am, ,, Slfl ----- - sm -

m=l "=l a b 
( 11) 
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.provided 

(7..2+- Powo-1f2 -+- =0 IX (m2 n2) 
µ, as bf' (12) 

Hence from (9), we obtain 

oo oo m7rx n7ry 
w = l: l: e-°'" Amon sin -- - sin -

m-1 ''-I a b 
(13) 

where IX is given by (12). 

The boundary conditions (i) of (8) are satisfied by (13). For 
the condition (iii) of (8), o:. given by ( 12) must be positive, so that 

ct.= -Powo+v[Pollwo2+4'll"1µ.11 (m2fa2+n'fbB)J 
2µ. (14) 

In order that the condition (ii) of (8) may also be satisfied, we 
must have 

oc oo . mrrx . mry 
w0 = S 4 Am, 11 sm - smb 

mio:::al fli;::al a 

Now from the theory of Fourier's series, we have 

where 

oo oo , . m11"X . nrry 
w0= ~ :$ w0 Am, 11 sm -a- sm -b 

m=l n=-1 

A Sl·n 1 · n11" d 'd ' , 
-

4 J'
1 J;, n7rx' y' 

m, n--b- -- sm- x y 
a 0 0 a b 

4 
=--~(I-cos m7r)(l-cos n11"). 

mn7r 

(15) 

(16) 

Substituting this in (16) and comparing the result with (15; we see 
that Am, 21 must be zero unless m and n are both odd, and in that 
case it is equal to l6w0 /mn7r2• Thus finally from (13), 

16w0 -11.z . 1mrx . n?ry 
w=~ ~ --e sm~- sm -

,,, n mnrr'I. a b 

\Vhcre m and n are both odd and IX is giv~n by (14). 

From this and (5), we obtain 
ow 

JJ=P1 +(;I,+µ.) oz 

(17) 

16wo rJ. Ill mr.x s111 n._1i"b)_·.' '18) =pi- --; · (.\+0) ~ ~ - e- z sin \ 
n2 m :n mn a 

Also, since Pw=P0H'0 , we have 
w2p [ e-lllz . m11"X nr.y l-1 

P= 160 ; ~ nm Sill --a sin 'Tj (19) 
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Evidently, each term of the series in (17) and also its sum satisfy. 
the equations of motion and the equation of continuity and hence are 
solutions. 

4. Energy Eq11ation. We shall now find out if the equation 
of energy is compatible with the derived form of velocity, pressure 
and density. 

Assuming/' to be constant and a=l, the energy equation becomes. 
(cf. [2] anci i3J) 

ai op (o'i a2i o2i) 6>..+8ti(ow\2 

Pwaz--w(Jz=µ, ox2 +ay2 +oz9 + 3 oZJ 

+ f(aw.)2 1 ow)21} 
µ, l ox' +\oy (20} 

where i, the enthalpy, is the heat constant, a the Prandtl number. 

The energy equation obtained by Ray has been modified by intro-

ducing an additional term ( >..+ ~ µ) (:;y. since in our case the 

Stokes's condition 3>.. + 2/l-=0 is not true. 

The equation of state for a perfect gas is 

. y 
ll'=·-p 

Y-l (21) 

where y is the ratio of specific heats at constant pressure and at 
constant volume. 

From (21) and (5), we obtain 

z=--·-=~·-- wp1+(>.+fl-w-. y p y 1 { I OW} 
Y-I P Y-1 t'0W0 

/ oz (22) 

and hence tb.2 t;n~T"gy equation (20) gives 
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Using (7), this reduces to 

02w yµ, (A.+µ,)[ a {( 0w)l! (Jw)2 
( ow)2lj 

(A.+µ.)w1oz2 +()'-l)PoWo oz ax +\oy + oz J 

+ 6A. + 8µ,(~)2 ..t.. {I~)! (~)itl. 
3 oz ' µ, \ax + ay 5 (24) 

Since each term of (17) is a solution of (I), (2), (3) and (4), let 
us substitute, say, the k th term of (17) in (24). We then have the 
following equations 

and 

( +) 
2 2yµ,(,\+µ.) "+6A.+8µ, '--0 >. µ. (/.k -· l'l.T/ OC/c -

(Y-1) P0 w0 3 

_2Y11- (,\ + µ) .x,, + µ=0. 
(Y-1) l'oWo 

Eliminating «1, between (25) and (26), we obtain 

9A.+ 8µ=0. 

Then, from (26), we get 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

9P0Wo Y-1 
IXk= zµ-·y- (28) 

Thus it is evident that although each term of the series (l 7) is a 
solution of (1), (2), (3) and (4), only one term for which«,. is given 
by (28) satisfies the energy equation (20). Hence finally we get the 
expressions for velocity, pressure and density as given by (17), (18) 
.and (19), provided 
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